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1. Introduction 

It is well known that every continuous function on a compact space into a 

Hausdorff space is closed. In [1] , G. Viglino showed that this property holds for 

a class of spaces (called C-compact spaces) which properly contains the class of 

compact spaces. R. F. Dickman Jr. and A. Zame [2] characterized the class of 

Hausdorff spaces with this property and called suαh spaces functionally compact 

spaces. These authors asked whether the C-compactness and the fUDctional com

pactness are equivalent for Hausdorff spaces. In the present paper we characterize 

these two kinds of spaces and get partial answers of this question. (See Corollary 3 

and Remark 2) The question (3) in [1] is answered negative. (See Remark 1) 

An open filter base on a topological space X means a filter base consisting of 

open subsets of X. 

DEFINITlON. A)딩~.lter base on a topologz'cal space X converges to a sμbset A 01 

X if and only if every neighborhood of A contains a member of the filter base. 

A topological space X is C-compact [1] if and only if given a. closed subset Q of 
X and an open cover tJ' of Q, then there exist a finite numbel' of members of tJ' 

whose closures cover Q. 

A topological space X is functionally compact [2] if and only if whenever V is 

an open filter base on X such that the intersection A of the members of V is 

equal to the intersection of the closures of the members of V , the1'l V is a neigh

borhood base of A , or equivalently V conγerges to A. No separation axiom is 

assumed here. 

For a subset A of a topological space X. A - denotes the dosure of A, AO denotes 

the interior of A, and A' denotes the complement X-A of A. 

2. Characíerizations 

THEOREM 1. A topologz'cal space X z's C-compact ιf anå on!y z'f every open 

f z'lter base V converges to n {U-IU ε V}. 
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PROOF. Let V be an open filter base on a C-compact space X and let A= 

n {U-IU ε V}. If N is an open neighborhood of A, then 

N'CA'= U {U-' iU ε V}. 

By the C-compactness of X , N'C넌Pi一'-for some finite Ui 르 V , i=1., 2, …, n. 

Thus 

N그nur/-/그끼Ut--

Hence V converges to A. 
To prove the converse, Iet X be a topological space in which every open filter 

base converges to the set of cIuster points of the open filter base. Suppose that 

there exist a cIosed subset Q of X and an open cover éJ' of Q such that 

QctOru---UO; 

for any finite number of members Oz ε éJ', i=1,2,"', n. Let .f bethefamily of all 

open neighborhoods of Q and Iet V be the family of all N서딘 Oi) - for every 

NE ‘/‘ and for every finite number of members Oi of éJ'. Then we know that V 

is an open filter base on X. By the hypothesis V converges to A , where A= n {U-I 

U ε V}. On the other hand, 

A= n {(N'-J(UOi)-)-IN 르 J ‘ , Hnt'te Oi ε éJ'} 

In{N-n(UlOt)-~|NFx, finite Oiε éJ'} 

=n {N-IN ε .f} nn {C샌Oi)-'-IHntÏe Oi ε éJ'} 

ζn{N-IN ε .f} nn {C딘Oû' Ilinzïe Oi E éJ'} 

cn{N-IN ε .f} nQ'. 

Therefore Q' is an open neighborhood of A, and hence 

Q'그N-CUOi)-

for some N ε ι‘ and some finite number of Oi ε éJ', z'= 1, 2, …, n. But then 

Q'그N~(UR)-그Q~(UR)-책. 

This is a contradiction. 

A cIosed subset C of a topological space X is said to be r-cIosed [2] if whenever 

B is cIosed in C and x 르 B, there exist disjoint open sets in X containing ~ and 

B, respectively. 

COROLLARY 2. A% 7-closed subset of a C-C0%‘iþact space z's C-compact. 

PROOF. It is proved similarIy as Theorem 4 in [2]. 
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COROLLARY 3. For the spaces z'n whz'ch eνery closed subset A has the same 

neighboγhood system as the z'ntersection 01 all closed neighborhoods 01 A, the C

compactness z's equivalent to the lunctz"onal compactness. 

PROOF. It is clear from Theorem 1 that the C-compactness implies the func

tional compactness. 

To prove the converse, let V be an open filter base and let B= n {U-/ u ε V}. 

Let ι/’ be the fam i1y of all open neighborhoods of B and let r be the fam i1y of 

all UUN for every U ε V and for every N ε ‘/’_ Then γ is an open filter base 

and nr= n {V- /VE:r} = n {N-/Nε.f}.Putting B*= n {N-/NE:Jf"’},rconverges 

to B* by the functional compactness_ Since B and B용 have the same open neigh

borhood base ιγ， r converges to B and hence V converges to B. 

THEOREM 4. A topologz'cal space X is lunctz"onally compact zf and only if 
wheneνer given an open cover ι7' 01 the comPleηzent A' 01 any closed s때set A 01 X 

whose members’ closures are disjo쩌t Irom A, then lor every neighborhood N 01 A 

there exist fz"nz"te Oi E: tl, z' = 1, 2, …, n with UOi- :JN'. 

PROOF. Let X be functionally compact and tl be an open cover of the complement 

A' of a closed subset A 01 X such that O-nA= q) for every 0 ε tl_ Then 

A그n {O'/Oε tl} 그n {O-'-/Oεtl} 그n {O-' / OE:tl} 그A. 

Hence 

A= n {O-'/Oεtl} = n {O-'-/ OE: tl} = n {O' / 0 E: tl}_ 

Case L A=rþ_ ι7' is an open cover of X_ Since the functional compactness imp1ies 

the genera1ized absolutely closedness, (A topological space is generalized absolutely 
closed [4] if and only if every open cover tl of X has a finite subfami1y whose 

union is dense in X , or equivalent1y every open fi1ter base has a cluster point.) 

there exist finite Oi E: tl, z' = 1, 2, ---, n such that X = 딘0;. 

Case 2_ A =I= rþ. Let V be the fam i1y of all finite intersections of 0-' for 0 E: tl. 

Then V is an open filter base on X and A= nV= n {U-/ Uε V} . By the functional 

compactness of X , V converges to A. Therefore for every neighborhood N of A , 

N격의or’ for some finite Oi ε tl. That is, N'익딘Or. 

To prove the converse, let X be the topological space satisfying the condition of 

the theorem and let V be an open filter base on X with nV= n {U기Uε V}(=A). 

Let an open neighborhood N of A be given. For each x ε A', take a U" ε V and a 

neighborhood N x of x such that Nxnux=rþ, and hence N;nux=rþ and N;nA=rþ. 
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Then there exist finite xt, f= 1, 2, ---, % such that N/rUN;. Thus 

N그딘N￡/그npXj 

Consequently V converges to A, and hence X is functionally compact. 

A function 1 : X • Y is almost continuous [3] if and only if for each X E X and 

for each neighborhood V of I(x) there exists a neighborhood U of x with f[U] 

CV-o, or equivalently the inverse image of every regularly open subset of Y is 

open in X. (VCY is regularly open in Y if V-o= V. ) 

A function 1 : X • Y is 8-continuous [5] if and only if for each x ε X and for 

each neighborhood V of I(x) there exists a neighborhood U of x with f[U-] CV-. 

LEMMA 5. Let 1 be a 8-continuous Izmction on a geneγalized αbsolutely closed 

sþace X into a Haμ:sdoγ11 sþace Y. Then f[X] is closed in Y. 

PROOF.Letþ 르1 [X]. For each x E X choose an open neighborhood Uf(x) of I(x) 떼th 

P르U!êx)' By the 8-continuity of 1 there exists an open neighborhood Nx of x such 

that f[N;] CU치x)' Since X is generalized absolutely cIosed, 

X=UN; 

for some finite 짝， z·= 1, 2, …, n. Thus 

n f [X] = ，딘f [N;] ζ，딘U!êx，) , 

Hence Y~，딘U!êx，) is an open neighborhood of Þ and is disjoint from 1 [X]. There

fore f[X] is closed. 

LEMMA 6. Every almost cont싫μous f.μnction is 8-continuoμs. 

PROOF. Let 1: X • Y be almost continuous. Let x ε X and let U be an open neigh
borhood of I(x). Then by the almost continuity of 1 there exists an open 

neighborhood V of x such that I [V] ζU-O. We show that f[V-] CU- and complete 

the proof. If I(xo) εu-/ for some xo ev-, again by the almost continuity of f 
there exists an open neighborhood W of xo such that f [W] CU-/-o= U -/. [6, 1. E] 

But wnv~ø， and hence I [V] nu-' ~ø， which is contrary to the fact that I [V] 

ζU-OCU-. 

Lemma 6. is the answer of a question in Remark 3. 3 in [3]. 

As a generalization of Theorem 3 in [2] , we have 

THEOREM 7. For the toþological sþace X in αIhich eψery two distinct þoint 

closures have disjoint neighborhoods, the lollowing are equivalent. 
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(i) X is f.μηctionally compact. 
Ciü Every almost coηtùzuous f.μnctz'on on X into any Hausdorll space is closed. 
(iii) Every continμous liμnction on X into any Hausdorlf space is closed. 

PROOF. (i)=ìCii). Let 1 be an almost continuous function on a functionally 

compact space X into a Hausdorff space Y and let C be a closed subset of X. 

Suppose there exists a point y in I[C] ---/[C]. Let r be the family of all open 

neighborhoods of y and let 2'.(= U-1 [V -O] /v ε r}. By Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 

1 [X] is closed in Y , and hence y E: f[X] and 1-1 [V -O] =Frþ. Since 1 is almost con

tinuous, V is an open filter base and nv= n {U가 UE:V} =1-1 [y]. By the func

tional compactness of X , 9-é is a neighborhood base of 1-1 [y]. Since X--C is an 

open subset of X containing 1-1 [y] , there is a U 드 2,( with UCX~C. But then 

f[U] is an open neighborhood of y in I[X] such that I[U] n f[C] =rþ, which is 

contrary to the fact that y εI[C]-. Thus I[C] is closed in Y. 

Cii)킹(iiü is clear from the fact that every continuous Iunction is almost con
tinuous. 

(iii)=ì(i). By the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3 in [2] we can 

construct a Hausdorff space Y and a continuous function on X onto Y which is 

not closed, if X is not functionally compact. 

REMARK 1. The C-compactness is not productive even when every factor is a 

Hausdorff C-compact space. 

Let X be the space of Eχample 2 in [1] and let Y = [0, 1] with the usual 

topology. Since Y is Hausdorff compact, Y is C-compact but XXY is not C

compact. For the projection π2 : X × Y• Y is continuous but not closed because 

C=μ냐， o1 ， 411%=펴 } is closed in XXY but π2 [C] =잖In=펴 . f is not 
n r 12/1 J 

close ::l in Y. This is the same method as in Remark in [2]. 
? 

REMARK2. LetX=X1UX2, where X1 ={xI0 =FX드ω~， x=ordinal number} and 

X 2 = {αi 1 i= 1, 2, 3, …}, αi =Fαj for i =Fj , X 1nx2=rþ. 

Topologize X as follows : X 1 has the order topology and each 따르X2 has{Aij lj=l , 

2, 3, ... } as a neighborhood base, where A;j= {ω>k+ilk>j， k=natural number}, 

i= 1, 2, 3, ---. 

Then X is T 1 functionally compact which is not C-compact. 

Kyungpook University 
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